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Abstract. Mechanical response of deformable bodies is often concerned with
either the sum or the extreme of an underlying random process. This paper
investigates the asymptotic statistical properties of ultimate strength (σu ) and
compliance (C) of single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs) containing random defects
using the technique of atomistic simulation (AS). The defects considered are of the
Stone–Wales (SW) kind and a Matern hard-core random ﬁeld applied on a ﬁnite
cylindrical surface is used to describe the spatial distribution of the SW defects.
A nanotube can be viewed as consisting of nominally identical segments of equal
length possessing a stationary distribution of ultimate strength, σu . Under a
weak dependence condition among the segment strengths (that decay to zero
with increasing distance between the segments), consistent with the non-local
nature of atomic interactions, formalized here in the form of strong mixing, the
asymptotic properties of σu (as the extreme of the strong mixing sequence) and
C (as the sum of a related strong mixing sequence) are studied with increasing
tube length, l. The extremal index, measuring the stochastic dependence in the
strength ﬁeld, is estimated. We simulate a set of displacement controlled tensile
loading up to fracture of (6, 6) SWNTs with length between 49 and 492 Å. With
increasing l, the distribution of σu is found to shift to the left and become narrower
and appears to ﬁt the Weibull distribution rather well; the compliance of the tube
increases with increasing l and becomes asymptotically normal. The compliance
c
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and strength of the tube are found to become asymptotically uncorrelated. These
results appear to validate the strong mixing property of the strength ﬁeld.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Statistics of material response

All real materials have defects. Depending on the scale in consideration, such defects may
have signiﬁcant eﬀects on mechanical properties. Consider a deformable body Ω bounded
by the surface ∂Ω. A large class of problems in mechanical behaviour of materials can
be modelled by assuming Ω to consist of a two-phase material—say the matrix (phase
1) and defects (phase 2) embedded in the matrix. The defects are distributed randomly
in the matrix according a spatial process, Π. The spatial distribution of these defects
is not too dense, such that almost surely no more than one defect is present in a small
neighbourhood around any given point, z. Also, the number of defects in any bounded
region A ⊂ Ω is ﬁnite. Depending on the process in which the material is manufactured
or assembled, the spatial density of the defects may not be uniform across the volume of
the material; in other words, this point process is not necessarily homogeneous.
In the special case when the numbers of defects in non-overlapping regions are
independent, the process Π can be
 modelled as a spatial Poisson process in3 state space
3
R with mean measure, µ(B) = B λ(z) dz, where B is a bounded set in R and λ(z) is
the intensity of the process. The Poisson assumption is clearly violated, however, when
factors such as ﬁnite size of defects, coalescence of several defects into one defect, or the
disintegration of one defect into several etc are considered.
doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2006/06/P06021
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S(t) = R3 × X

(1)

where X is the range of the random variables, Θ. Equation (1) emphasizes that S(t),
the state space of M(t), may evolve with time owing to some external action E(t), for
example, when Ω is subjected to loading. Hence there is a function g(E(t)) that maps
S(t1 ) into S(t2 ), t2 > t1 . For example, the location of a defect may change owing to
migration, the shape of the defect may change causing its surface area and volume to
change, and so on.
Again, in the special case, when (i) Π(t) is Poisson, (ii) Θ(z, t) is independent of Π(t),
(iii) Θ(z 1 , t) and Θ(z 2 , t) are independent for two distinct points z 1 = z 2 at all t, and (iv)
the mapping g does not produce an atom, i.e. it does not pile distinct points of S(t1 ) on
a single point of S(t2 ), then M(t) is a Poisson process [1].
Independence between marks at two diﬀerent locations and between the marks and the
point process, as often considered, is too restrictive since, in general, Θ(z, t) is inﬂuenced
by past and present values of the marks throughout Ω. It is more reasonable to suppose
that the inﬂuence decreases with increasing separation in space and time. This dependence
structure may be formalized with suitable conditions. For now it suﬃces to say that
knowledge about the mapping function g and the dependence structure of Θ is crucial to
understanding the mechanical behaviour of materials.
Consider some important property, R(z, t), of the defects. For simplicity, assume that
R is a scalar and is either a constituent of Θ, or, more generally, a function of Θ. Let the
randomness in the matrix be negligible compared to that of R so that the randomness
in material response is governed by R . . .. Let us concentrate on a volume element ∆V
around z in Ω and time t such that it contains N(∆V (z)) defects. Let Ri be the response
of the ith defect located at z i .
Stochastic modelling of material response quite often boils down to looking either
at sums (or, equivalently, averages) or at the extremes of the process R(z, t) (or some
function f or h, respectively, of R) over ∆V . The former leads to bulk or globally averaged
properties such as stiﬀness, while the latter leads to strength properties sensitive to local
features such as fracture strength.
The average property at time t can be given by
∆V
Yave

1
=
N(∆V (z))



N (∆V (z))

f (Ri ).

(2)

i=1

doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2006/06/P06021
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At the initial time t0 the domain Ω and every region within it are in thermodynamic
equilibrium, i.e., unless acted on by external agents, the domain Ω, its subsets, including
the set of defects, do not evolve in time.
Now consider the properties of the defects. A defect at location z may be characterized
at time t by a set of properties (i.e. marks), Θ(z, t), that, depending on the application
of interest, could variously include its volume, surface area, density, orientation, elastic
modulus, ultimate strength, damage state, nearest-neighbour distance, etc. In general,
Θ(z, t) is random in nature. Even if at the initial time t0 the ﬁeld Θ(z, t0 ) is homogeneous,
due to the eﬀect of the external actions, at later times Θ(z, t) becomes non-stationary in
time as well as in space. It is likely that the elements of Θ(z, t) at any given z, t are
dependent on each other.
We thus have a marked process M(t) = {z(t), Θ(z, t)} with state space,

Random strength and compliance of single-walled nanotubes

Since mechanical failure is often governed by the criterion that the relevant material
property is less than its critical value for the ﬁrst time in (t0 ,t) anywhere in Ω (see,
e.g., [2]), the extreme property mentioned above is
∆V
= min[h(Ri ); 0 ≤ i ≤ N(∆V (z))].
Zmin

(3)

1.2. Carbon nanotubes and their mechanical properties

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are one or more layers of helical carbon microtubules, in
which each layer can be described as rolling a single sp2 graphene sheet into a cylinder
along a vector called the chiral vector (m, n). Although earlier ﬁndings related to the
tubular shape of carbon atoms had been reported, it was Iijima’s [3] report that gave
rise to the current wave of enthusiasm about CNTs. CNTs can be classiﬁed as singlewalled nanotubes (SWNTs) and multi-walled nanotubes (MWNTs). MWNTs usually
have diameters of less than 100 nm, and lengths in micrometres [3]–[6]. Various techniques,
such as arc-discharge, laser-ablation, and catalytic growth, are applied to produce CNTs.
The study of carbon nanotubes has been motivated largely due to their extraordinary
electronic, mechanical, and optical properties [7]–[9]. The combination of high stiﬀness,
high strength, and good ductility with unique electronic properties (e.g., CNTs can
be metallic or semiconducting depending on chirality) make the carbon nanotube a
potentially very useful material. CNTs are now used as ﬁbres in composites, scanning
probe tips, ﬁeld emission sources, electronic actuators, sensors, lithium ion and hydrogen
doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2006/06/P06021
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In this paper, we investigate the asymptotic properties of the extreme and the sum of
processes related to R at the atomistic scale and how they aﬀect material response and
failure. The subject chosen for this is the single walled carbon nanotube with ﬁnite sized
defects on its surface. A nanotube may be considered to
composed of n segments of
be
n
length ∆i for i = 1, . . . , n. The length of the tube, ln = i=1 ∆i , depends on n; so do its
strength, W(n) , as the minimum of the sequence {Wn } of individual segment strengths,
and its compliance, C(n) , as the sum of a related sequence, {Cn }.
It is reasonable to assume that the the strength random ﬁeld in the tube is stationary
and statistically dependent (owing to the non-local nature of atomic interactions) such that
the dependence falls oﬀ with increasing separation among the segments. This decaying
dependence structure will be formalized by a strong mixing condition applied to minima
of stationary sequences in section 3.1.
The above representation allows us (i) to cast the problem as one dimensional in
space, and (ii) to investigate the asymptotic properties and the asymptotic independence
of W(n) and C(n) as n grows large, as described in sections 3.2 and 3.3.
Importantly, the extremal index, a number between 0 and 1 that measures the amount
of statistical dependence in a random sequence and is potentially a very practical tool in
determining the distribution of extrema of a dependent sequence, will be deﬁned and
determined for the random strength ﬁeld. The extremal index allows one to build up on
the rich collection of results from classical extreme value analysis of i.i.d. (independent and
identically distributed) random variables, and in this case can help avoid costly numerical
simulations for predicting the strength distribution of longer tubes.
The mechanical response of the nanotubes, necessary for ﬁnding their strength and
compliance, is modelled using atomistic simulation, described next.

Random strength and compliance of single-walled nanotubes

1.3. The Stone–Wales defect

The Stone–Wales (SW) defect, which is the focus of this paper, is composed of two
pentagon–heptagon pairs, and can be formed by rotating a sp2 bond by 90◦ (SW rotation).
SW defects are stable and often present in carbon nanotubes, and are believed to play
important roles in the mechanical, electronic, chemical, and other properties of carbon
nanotubes. For example, Chandra et al [11] found that the SW defect signiﬁcantly reduced
the elastic modulus of single-walled nanotubes. Lu and Bhattacharya [16] investigated
the role of one SW defect (located at the midsection of an armchair SWNT) on tensile
properties over a range of loading speeds, and found that the presence of the defect
signiﬁcantly aﬀects ultimate strength as well as ultimate strain at all loading speeds; the
eﬀect of the defect on stiﬀness is much less. Mielke et al [17] compared the role of various
defects (vacancies, holes, and SW defects) in fracture of carbon nanotubes, and found that
various one- and two-atom vacancies can reduce the failure stresses by 14–26%. The SW
defects were also found to reduce the strength and failure strain, although their inﬂuence
was less signiﬁcant than vacancies and holes.
It has been found that SWNTs, under certain conditions, respond to the mechanical
stimuli via the spontaneous formation of the SW defect beyond a certain value of applied
strain around 5%–6% [18]. More interestingly, the SW defect can introduce successive
SW rotations of diﬀerent C–C bonds, which lead to gradual increase of tube length and
shrinkage of tube diameter, resembling the necking phenomenon in tensile tests at macroscale. This process also gradually changes in chirality of the CNT, from armchair to
zigzag direction. This whole response is plastic, with necking and growth of a ‘line defect’,
resembling the dislocation nucleation and moving in plastic deformation of a crystal in
many ways. Yakobson [19] thus applied dislocation theory and compared the brittle and
ductile failure paths after the nucleation of the SW defect.
The formation of SW defects due to mechanical strains has also been reported by other
groups of researchers. In their atomistic simulation study, Liew et al [20] showed that
SW defects formed at 20–25% tensile strain for single-walled and multi-walled nanotubes
doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2006/06/P06021
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storage, and other electronic devices. Also, CNTs can be coated or doped to alter their
properties for further applications.
A survey of recent results on the elastic modulus and strength of single-walled and
multi-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs and MWNTs) has been reported in Lu and
Bhattacharya [10]. The collected data clearly show the strength to vary between 5 and
150 GPa; elastic modulus and failure strain also show signiﬁcant variation. Such variation
has also been noticed in a few recent studies [11, 12]. An analytical understanding of
these variations, their sources and how they can be controlled is essential before CNTs
and CNT-based products can be considered for widespread use across industries.
Defects such as vacancies, metastable atoms, pentagons, heptagons, Stone–Wales (SW
or 5–7–7–5) defects, heterogeneous atoms, discontinuities of walls, distortion in the packing
conﬁguration of CNT bundles, etc are widely observed in CNTs [4, 13, 14]. Such defects
can be the result of the manufacturing process itself: according to an STM observation
of the SWNT structure, about 10% of the samples were found to exhibit stable defect
features under extended scanning [15]. Defects can also be introduced by mechanical
loading and electron irradiation.

Random strength and compliance of single-walled nanotubes

with chirality ranging from (5, 5) to (20, 20). The formation of SW defects explained
the plastic behaviour of the stress–strain curve. They also predicted failure strains of
these tubes to be about 25.6%. A hybrid continuum/atomistic study by Jiang et al [21]
reported the nucleation of SW defects both under tension and torsion. The reported
SW transformation critical tensile strain is 4.95%, and critical shear strain is 12%. The
activation energy and formation energy of the SW defect formation are also studied and
related to the strength of the nanotube [22]–[24]. The nucleation of SW defects was found
to depend on the tube chiralities, diameters and external conditions such as temperature.

To our knowledge, there are few published works to date that study the eﬀects of random
defects on the mechanical properties of CNTs. The study by Saether [25] investigated
the transverse mechanical properties of CNT bundles subject to random distortions
in their packing conﬁguration. This distortion, quantiﬁed by a vector describing the
transverse displacement of the CNTs, may be caused by packing faults or inclusions.
The magnitude and direction of the vector were both uniform random variables. The
transverse moduli of CNT bundles were found to be highly sensitive to small distortions
in the packing conﬁguration. In another instance, Belavin et al [26] studied the eﬀect of
random atomic vacancies on the electronic properties of CNTs. More recently, Lu and
Bhattacharya [10] conducted a systematic atomistic simulation-based study of randomly
occurring SW defects on tensile properties of armchair as well as zigzag SWNTs.
Since there is not enough information in the experimental literature to provide a clear
picture of statistics of SW defects (e.g. location, density, clustering tendency, etc), it is
reasonable to start with the assumption that the defects occur in a completely random
manner, which implies an underlying homogeneous Poisson spatial process [10]. We also
acknowledge the fact that the SW defect is not a point defect but has a ﬁnite area and
there should be no overlap between neighbouring defects. Therefore, we adopt a Matern
hard-core point process [27] for the defect ﬁeld. We emphasize that the Matern process
has the property that any two points are at least h apart. The intensity of the Matern
hard-core process is λh = ph λ, where λ is the intensity of the underlying homogeneous
Poisson point process and ph is the probability that an arbitrary point from the underlying
Poisson process will survive the Matern thinning. Thus, the average number of SW defects
on an area At is λh At .
For a ﬁnite tube of length b, the probability ph can be computed as [28]

1 b 1 − e−λA(y)
dy
(4)
ph =
b 0 λC(y; h)
where C is the area over which a Poisson point at (x0 , y0 ) searches for its neighbours:
 
y0 < h

 C (y0 ; h)
2
C(y0 ; h) = πh
(5)
h < y0 < b − h

 
h < y0 < b − h
C (y0 ; h)
with C  (y0 ; h) = h2 (π/2) + θ + 12 sin 2θ , 0 < y0 < h where θ = arcsin y0 /h. C  (y0 ; h) in
equation (5) can be given simply by replacing θ = arcsin(b − y0 )/h in the expression for
C .
doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2006/06/P06021
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2. Incorporating random Stone–Wales defects in SWNT mechanics
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(b)
(b)
(a)(a)

(c)(c)

Figure 1. (a) A Stone–Wales defect with the rotated bond highlighted, (b) a
graphene sheet with seven SW defects, and (c) the same sheet wrapped to form
a (6, 6) SWNT; two SW defects are highlighted.

With the equilibrium sp2 C–C bond length being 1.42 Å, the major axis diameter of
a Stone–Wales defect is about 7.1 Å. Based on this, we conservatively ﬁx the minimumneighbour distance h of the Matern process at 8.0 Å.
The detailed procedure of generating SW defects has been provided in [28]. Once the
location of the SW defect is selected, the sp2 bond closest to the defect point is found, and
then the bond is rotated by 90◦ to form an SW defect. Randomly occurring SW defects
can thus be located on a graphene sheet, which in turn can be wrapped to produce the
corresponding SWNT (ﬁgure 1).
For the atomistic simulation part of this study, a modiﬁed Morse potential model
for describing the interaction among carbon atoms [29] is applied. This potential model
does not have some of the shortcomings of the bond order potential models [30, 31]. The
potential energy has the form


Estretch (i, j) +
Eangle (i, j, k)
(6)
Ei = Estretch + Eangle =
j
−β(r−r0 ) 2

Estretch (i, j) = De {[1 − e

jk

] − 1}

Eangle (i, j, k) = 12 kθ (θijk − θ0 )2 [1 + ksextic (θijk − θ0 )4 ].

(7)
(8)

This is the usual Morse potential except that the bond angle-bending energy has been
added and the constants are slightly modiﬁed so that it corresponds with the Brenner
potential [32] for strains below 10% [29]. Estretch in equation (6) is the potential energy
due to bond strength; r is the length of the bond. Eangle in equation (6) is the potential
energy due to the bond angle bending; θ is the current angle of the adjacent bonds.
The potential model parameters are r0 = 1.39 × 10−10 m, De = 6.031 05 × 10−19 N m,
doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2006/06/P06021
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Wrapping
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Table 1. Reduced units for atomistic simulation.
Quantity

Reduced units

Real units

Length
Energy
Mass
Temperature
Time
Force
Pressure
Speed

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1 × 10−10 m
eV = 1.602 × 10−19 J
1.992 × 10−26 kg
1.1609 × 104 K
3.526 × 10−14 s
1.602 × 10−9 N
160.2 GPa
2.836 × 103 m s−1

doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2006/06/P06021
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β = 2.625 × 1010 m−1 , θ0 = 2.094 rad, kθ = 0.9 × 10−18 N m rad−2 , ksextic = 0.754 rad−4 .
For computational convenience, time, distance, and quantities representing velocity,
energy, etc are reduced to non-dimensional numbers during the simulation. Table 1 shows
the reduction of units.
We adopt the cut-oﬀ distance (rc ) as well as the critical inter-atomic separation (rf )
as rf = rc = 1.77 Å in this paper. The distance between neighbouring carbon atoms on
the graphene sheet, a0 , is 1.42 Å, which is the C–C sp2 bond length in equilibrium. The
initial atomic positions are obtained by wrapping a graphene sheet into a cylinder along
the chiral vector Cn = ma1 + na2 such that the origin (0, 0) coincides with the point
(m, n). The tube diameter is thus obtained as d = a0 3(m2 + n2 + mn)/π.
The initial atomic velocities are randomly chosen according to a uniform distribution
(between the limits −0.5 and 0.5) and then rescaled to match the initial temperature
(300 K in this example). The mechanical loading is applied through moving the atoms at
both ends away from each other at constant speed without relaxing until fracture occurs.
In order to study the asymptotic behaviour of strength and compliance, we start with
a single-walled nanotube (SWNT) in (6, 6) armchair conﬁguration. The tube diameter is
8.14 Å. The length, l, of the tube is 49.2 Å. The total number of atoms in the simulation
is 480. A typical time history of tensile loading to fracture generated for such a tube is
shown in 2.
Benchmarking studies investigating the tensile and fracture behaviour of such
simulations have already been reported in the literature [16, 10, 33, 34]. It has been found
that there is no discernible yield point and fracture of SWNTs is always catastrophic,
although a crack-length dependence on fracture resistance has been found. In originally
defect free tubes, fracture initiates at completely random locations on the tube, meaning
that there is no preferential location such as the ends or the mid-section. With the
introduction of defects, fracture always initiates at a defect, and the stiﬀness and ultimate
strength as well as ductility (measured as ultimate strain) reduce as a result. The strain
rate eﬀect on these mechanical properties has also been studied: over a range of four
orders of magnitude in loading speed, strength as well as ductility, and to a lesser extent
stiﬀness, showed a marked upward trend with increasing loading speed.
Figure 3 shows the ﬁrst two moments of SWNT ultimate strength as a function of
the average number of SW defects on the tube. For each average number of defects, 33
SWNTs were analysed. The average number of defects in ﬁgure 3 ranges from 0 to 3.9.
Zero average defects imply a defect-free tube. The next higher value of 0.9 is arrived at
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Figure 2. A typical set of time history generated for tensile loading up to fracture
of a (6, 6) SWNT of length 46.3 Å with loading speed 5 nm ns−1 at temperature
around 200 K.

−2

thus: we start with λ = 0.8 × 10−3 Å as the rate of the underlying Poisson ﬁeld; this
value of λ produces an average of one P point on the tube, and after the Matern thinning
imposed by h = 8.0 Å leaves an average of 0.9 SW defects on the same tube. The value
−2
of 3.9 average defects corresponds to λ = 4.8 × 10−3 Å .
The strength variability in the absence of any defect (zero average defects) in ﬁgure 3 is
interesting: it arises solely from thermal ﬂuctuations. The ultimate strength is calculated
at the maximum force point, σu = Fmax /A0 , where F is the maximum axial force and
A0 is the cross section area assuming the thickness of tube wall is 0.34 nm. The tube
compliance is determined as the reciprocal of the initial stiﬀness, E. The initial stiﬀness
is determined by ﬁrst ﬁtting a quadratic curve between the initial portion of the potential
energy, P , versus axial deformation, x (up to the point corresponding to 3.48% axial
strain), as P = ax2 . The initial stiﬀness is linearly related to the parameter a through
the initial geometry of the tube.
The asymptotic behaviour of strength and compliance of the tubes with increasing
length will be taken up in the next section.
doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2006/06/P06021
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Figure 3. Statistics of SWNT ultimate strength and compliance as a function of
average number of defects on the tube (dashed line = mean, vertical bar = mean
± one standard deviation).

3. Asymptotic mechanical behaviour of SWNTs with increasing tube length
3.1. Increasing length and its eﬀect on strength

The asymptotic behaviour of the ultimate strength of SWNT with a constant average
density of defects as tube length increases is considered in this section. Recall that a tube
may be consideredto be composed of n segments of length ∆i for i = 1, . . . , n. The length
of the tube, ln = ni=1 ∆i , depends on n, as does the strength of the tube, W(n) :
W(n) = min{W1 , W2 , . . . , Wn }

(9)

where Wi is the strength of the ith segment. Owing to the presence of random defects and
random velocities of the atoms, each Wi is random in nature; consequently W(n) is random
as well. It is reasonable to assume that the strength ﬁeld is statistically homogeneous,
hence, if ∆i = l0 for each i, then each Wi has the same marginal cumulative distribution
function (CDF), FW .
It is well known that if the Wi are i.i.d. (independent and identically distributed)
and possess some very general properties that are satisﬁed by all common distribution
functions, extreme value theory [35] shows that the probability distribution of the
minimum, W(n,iid) , under appropriate normalization, vn (z) = cn +dn z, converges as n → ∞
to
P [W(n,iid) ≤ vn ] = L(n) (vn ) → Lc (z) = 1 − exp[−(1 − cz)−1/c ],

1 − cz > 0

(10)

where Lc is one of the three classical asymptotic extreme value distributions and depends
on the parameter c. With c = 0, Lc is interpreted in the limit as the Gumbel distribution
for minima; with c < 0, Lc is the Weibull distribution for minima; and with c > 0, Lc is
the Frechet distribution for minima.
The i.i.d. assumption on strength of the tube segments appears unrealistic, since there
is likely to be dependence among strengths of neighbouring segments due to the non-local
nature of atomic interactions. Fortunately, the above classical results can be extended to
the dependent stationary case as well, as long as the dependence reduces with increasing
doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2006/06/P06021
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separation, i.e. there is no long-range memory eﬀect and there is no clustering of very low
values.
This decaying dependence can be formalized by a strong mixing condition applied
to minima of stationary sequences. The strong mixing condition on a strictly stationary
sequence of random variables {Wn } ensures that the sigma-algebras, A and B, generated,
respectively, by the sub-sequences {W1 , . . . , Wp } and {Wp+k , Wp+k+1, . . .}, become
asymptotically independent as the distance between them (i.e. k) becomes large [36]:
|P (A ∩ B) − P (A)P (B)| < g(k) → 0,

as k → ∞.

(11)

|Gi1 ,...,ip ,j1 ,...,jp (un ) − Gi1 ,...,ip (un )Gj1 ,...,jp (un )| ≤ αn,l → 0,

as n → ∞

(12)

for some sequence ln = o(n).
Condition D  (un ) can be stated to hold for the sequence {Wn } if for some given real
sequence {un }, we have


[n/k]

lim sup n
n→0

P {W1 < un , Wj < un } = 0

as k → ∞

(13)

j=2

where [ ] denotes the integer part.
The importance of conditions D(un ) and D  (un ) is that under them the asymptotic
distribution of the minima of the dependent sequence is still one of three classical types—
Weibull, Gumbel or Frechet (equation (10)), although the convergence is slower than that
in the i.i.d. case:
P [W(n) ≤ vn ] → L̂c (z) = 1 − exp[−θ(1 − cz)−1/c ]

(14)

where 1 − cz > 0, 0 < θ ≤ 1. The rate of convergence is governed by the extremal index,
θ, of the sequence, which is a number between zero and unity. The extremal index is
discussed in detail in section 3.2.
doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2006/06/P06021
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We now introduce two conditions, D(un ) and D  (un ), that help establish limiting
distributions of extrema from dependent stationary sequences. The former ensures that
there is no long-term memory eﬀect in the sequence, while the latter ensures that there
is no clustering of very low values.
Condition D(un ) is a much weakened version of (and implied by) strong mixing and
applies, not to the entire sigma-algebras generated by the subsequences, but only to
a certain sequence of events of the type {Wi > un }. The strong mixing requirement
above is not essential for the asymptotic distribution of minima to exist—the much
weaker condition D(un ) along with D  (un ) would suﬃce, but strong mixing is required
for the central limit theorem to hold for partial sums of the sequence and the asymptotic
independence between minima and the partial sums of the sequence demonstrated later
in the paper.
Deﬁne G as the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF), G = 1−F ,
and for brevity denote Gi,j,k,...(u) as the joint CCDF of {Wi , Wj , Wk , . . .} at the point
(u, u, u, . . .). After Leadbetter et al [36], condition D(un ) can be stated to hold in the
context of asymptotic distribution of minima, if for any integers 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < ip < j1 <
· · · < jp ≤ n for which j1 − ip ≥ l we have

Random strength and compliance of single-walled nanotubes

Let us now investigate how the distribution of nanotube strength approaches its
limiting form as the tube length increases. Of the three limiting distributions, we focus
on the Weibull model only since the Weibull model is widely adopted for the ‘weakest
link’ type strength variables for materials and systems across spatial scales and materials.
The two parameter Weibull CDF is given by
−k 
x
(15)
FX (x) = 1 − exp −
ω

3.2. The extremal index of the strength ﬁeld

We now investigate the degree of dependence in the strength ﬁeld in terms of the extremal
index mentioned above. The extremal index, θ, is a positive fraction between zero and
one, 0 < θ ≤ 1. The case of θ = 1 corresponds to the i.i.d. case while the case of θ = 0 is
degenerate and implies long range dependence. In the context of characterizing the minima
of a stationary sequence, the extremal index may be interpreted as the reciprocal of the
doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2006/06/P06021
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where x is a realization of random variable X, ω is the scale parameter and k is the shape
parameter of the distribution.
We continue with the (6, 6) armchair SWNT conﬁguration and increase its length,
l, while keeping the average rate of occurrence of SW defects per unit tube surface area
−2
constant (λ = 1.59 × 10−3 Å , h = 8 Å). We start with the smallest length l0 = 49.2 Å,
and analyse tubes up to 492 Å long in steps of l0 , 2l0 , 3l0 , 4l0 , 5l0 , 6l0 and 10l0 . The
corresponding loading rates are 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, 10.0, 12.5, 15.0 and 25.0 nm ns−1 such that
the strain rate is constant. 33 samples are generated for each value of l. Since the tube
is prismatic, the cross-sectional area of each segment is equal (denoted by A0 ) and all
discussion pertaining to tube strength above applies equally well when it is normalized
by A0 . We thus adopt the more common stress-based description of mechanical strength
here (rather than force based) and present the results in terms of ultimate strength, σu ,
of the nanotubes.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of the 33 samples of the ultimate strength of
SWNTs with Stone–Wales defects as the tube length increases from l0 to 10l0 plotted
on Weibull probability paper. Probability paper represents a linearized relation between
a (typically two parameter) CDF and the random deviate after suitable transformations:
it is constructed such that the relative cumulative frequencies (i.e. the observed CDF) from
a random sample would plot linearly with the observed data if the sample truly followed
the underlying distribution. The quality of Weibull ﬁt clearly appears to improve with
increasing tube length in ﬁgure 4.
Table 2 shows the quantitative analysis of the same data set as in ﬁgure 4. It is clear
that the distribution shifts to the left (i.e. the mean decreases) and becomes narrower
(i.e. the c.o.v. decreases) with increasing l: this is consistent with the behaviour of
extremes from a stationary population. Using the ﬁrst two moments calculated from
the 33 data points, a chi-squared goodness of ﬁt is performed in each case with six equiprobable intervals, i.e. three degrees of freedom. The quality of Weibull ﬁt (judged from
the level of signiﬁcance of the chi-squared test) among this set of data is found to generally
improve with increasing l, and is best when l = 6l0 .
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l = 138.6 Å

l = 196.8 Å

l = 246.0 Å

l = 295.2 Å
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l = 98.4 Å

l = 49.19 Å

l = 492.0 Å

Figure 4. Weibull probability plot for SWNT ultimate strength with increasing
tube length (33 samples each; horizontal axis, observed strength in GPa; vertical
axis, observed cumulative relative frequency).
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Table 2. Statistics of SWNT ultimate strength as a function of tube length.
(Based on 33 samples for each l, µ = mean, V = coeﬃcient of variation
(s.d./mean).)
Weibull
parameters
µ
(GPa)

Weibull goodness of ﬁt

V (%)

ω

k

χ2 statistic

Level of signiﬁcance

1
2
3
4
5
6
10

49.19
98.38
147.57
196.76
246.0
295.2
492.0

87.30
86.04
84.68
82.89
79.38
78.64
76.63

12.35
6.98
5.74
4.03
5.97
6.95
5.96

91.88
88.66
86.81
84.37
81.46
81.03
78.64

9.73
17.70
21.66
31.09
20.78
17.76
20.81

20.27
11.34
3.18
6.82
3.91
1.73
3.55

1.49 × 10−4
0.2004
0.3644
0.0779
0.2714
0.6309
0.3149

limiting mean cluster size below a low threshold. This interpretation will be formalized
later in obtaining numerical estimates of the extremal index for the carbon nanotubes.
The stationary dependent sequence {Wi } with marginal CDF FW has extremal index
θ if for each τ > 0, as n → ∞,
(i) there exists a sequence vn (τ ) such that nFW (vn (τ )) → τ , and
(ii) P [W(n) ≥ vn (τ )] → exp(−θτ ) where W(n) is given by equation (9).
The extremal index also helps underline the degree of conservatism in making the
i.i.d. hypothesis when predicting the distribution of the minima from a random sequence.
Equations (10) and (14) clearly show that Lc (obtained from the i.i.d. assumption) and
L̂c (the actual CDF) are not only of the same type for any given value of c, but also
for any value of z we always get Lc > L̂c . In other words, the distribution with the
i.i.d. assumption is always to the left of the actual (that considers dependence) and thus
underpredicts the strength.
From a practical point of view, the utility of the extremal index is that the distribution
of the minimum W(n) of a stationary dependent sequence, provided it converges (which can
be guaranteed by conditions D(un ) and D  (un )), may be estimated, at least in the left tail,
simply with the help of the marginal distribution FW (or, equivalently, its complement,
GW ) and the extremal index θ of the underlying process, as
P [W(n) ≥ un ] ≈ Gnθ
W (un )

(16)

for suﬃciently high un and large n.
We can then estimate the extremal index if we have the statistics of nanotube strength
for known values of n:
1 ln GW (n) (x)
θ̂ ≈
(17)
n ln GW (1) (x)
where GW (n) is the complementary distribution function of a nanotube of length nl0 . It is
apparent from equation (17) that the estimated extremal index depends on the threshold
x, although what we are ultimately interested in is its limiting value as x → 0. Based on
doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2006/06/P06021
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n

Tube
length, l
(Å)
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results from maxima of a stationary dependent sequence [37], we propose the following
threshold dependent form for the extremal index:
P [M2,r > x|W1 ≤ x] = θ + R(FW (x))

(18)

θ̂(x) = θ̂0 + β1 FW (x)β2 ,

β1 = 0,

β2 > 0,

as FW (x) → 0.

(19)

For any given n (or equivalently l), the three parameters θ̂0 , β1 and β2 can be estimated
from the data.
Figure 5 shows the estimated extremal index θ̂ as a function of CDF FW for tubes
of diﬀerent lengths. The circles show the observed data (as obtained from equation (17))
while the solid line shows the non-linear least-square ﬁt according to equation (19). For
any given l, the limiting value of the estimate, θ̂0 , is simply the intercept of the solid line
at FW = 0. It is clear that there is a substantial amount of dependence in the strength
ﬁeld, and strengths of the individual segments are clearly not i.i.d.
Figure 6 plots the limiting value θ̂0 as a function of tube length. A strong dependence
in the strength ﬁeld is suggested in ﬁgure 6; the extremal index is seen to approach the
numerical value of around 0.16. Costly atomistic simulations will no longer be required
for predicting the strength distribution of longer tubes; the extremal index can be used
in conjunction with equation (17) to estimate at least the left tail for any value of n. The
estimate of θ can also be instrumental in deciphering the underlying correlation structure
in the random strength ﬁeld, although it is outside the scope of this work.
3.3. Compliance statistics and its asymptotic independence from strength

In studying SWNT compliance properties, we continue with the above formulation of
a nanotube being composed of n segments of equal length (∆i = l0 for each i =
1, . . . , n), cross-sectional area A0 and random strength
nWi with marginal distribution
F (independent of i). The length of the tube, ln =
i=1 ∆i = nl0 , depends on n as
before. The compliance of the entire tube, C(n) , as a function of n, can be given as the
sum of the individual segment compliances, Ci :
C(n) = C0 +

n


Ci

(20)

i=1

where C0 is the contribution from inertial eﬀects. We now make use of the fundamental
description of mechanical failure that we have used in atomistic simulation for solids above,
namely, fracture of solids is displacement based. An atomic bond is regarded as broken if
the inter-atomic separation exceeds the critical value rf . If the tube segments are small
doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2006/06/P06021
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where r is an integer denoting ‘run length’. This form is regardless of the type of limiting
distribution for the sequence (equation (14)). The quantity Mp,q = min{Wp , . . . , Wq } and
the residual R(FW (x)) → 0 as x → x0 = inf(x : FW (x) > 0). From this representation, the
limiting value θ̂0 , at x = 0, may be estimated as follows. The error between the estimate
θ̂(x) at some arbitrary threshold x > 0 and the limiting estimate θ̂0 has commonly a
log-linear relation with FW (x):
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Figure 5. Estimated extremal index as a function of non-exceedance probability,
F , for various tube lengths, l = nl0 (circle = observed value equation (17), solid
line = ﬁt of equation (19)).

enough, and the static force–displacement behaviour of each segment can be assumed to
be linear up to failure, then compliance of each segment may be approximated as
A0 αrf
(21)
Ci =
l0 Wi
where α is constant for given tube chirality and l0 . The compliance of the entire tube can
then be given by
n

A0
1
αrf
.
(22)
C(n) = C0 +
l0
W
i
i=1
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Figure 6. Limiting extremal index as a function of tube length.

Let us now investigate the statistical properties of C(n) as n grows large. If the stationary
sequence {Wn } is strongly mixing, so is {1/Wn }. It is known that (i) sums of stationary
and strong mixing sequences are asymptotically normal; further, (ii) these sums are
asymptotically independent of the extrema of the sequences [38, 39]. It will be instructive
to determine how well our results support these two important properties of strong mixing
sequences.
Table 3 shows the statistics of the compliance of SWNTs with Stone–Wales defects as
a function of tube length, l. The distribution shifts slowly to the right and narrows slightly
with increasing l: this is consistent with the behaviour of partial sums from a stationary
sequence (equation (22)). We also investigate the goodness of normal ﬁt on the SWNT
compliance data as the tube length increases from l0 to 10l0 . Using the ﬁrst two moments
calculated from the 33 data points, a chi-squared goodness of ﬁt is performed in each
case with six equi-probable intervals, i.e. three degrees of freedom. The goodness of the
normal ﬁt is also veriﬁed graphically in ﬁgure 7. Similar to the Weibull probability paper
discussed above, the normal probability paper plots the following linear relation:
Φ−1 (F̂X (x)) =

1
µ̂
x−
σ̂
σ̂

(23)

where F̂X (x) is the observed CDF of the random variable X, Φ−1 is the inverse standard
normal distribution function, and µ̂ and σ̂ are estimates of the ﬁrst two moments of
the distribution. It is clear from table 3 and ﬁgure 7 that the accuracy of the normal
hypothesis improves as l increases.
Finally, ﬁgure 8 shows the correlation coeﬃcient between the compliance and the
ultimate strength of the tube as the tube length increases. Consistent with the asymptotic
independence of sums and extrema from strong mixing sequences as described above, these
quantities are clearly found to become uncorrelated as the tube length becomes large.
4. Summary and conclusions
Defects are commonly present in materials and occur/evolve randomly in space and
time, and these defects may have signiﬁcant eﬀects on the mechanical and other
properties. Material properties governed by sums (or averages) of some underlying
doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2006/06/P06021
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Figure 7. Normal probability plot for SWNT compliance with increasing tube
length (33 samples each. Horizontal axis, observed compliance in 1/TPa, vertical
axis, observed cumulative relative frequency).
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Figure 8. Asymptotic independence of tube strength and compliance.
Table 3. Statistics of SWNT compliance as a function of tube length. (Based on
33 samples for each n, µ = mean, V = coeﬃcient of variation (s.d./mean).)
Normal goodness of ﬁt

n

Tube
length, l
(Å)

µ (1/TPa)

V (%)

χ2 statistic

Level of
signiﬁcance

1
2
3
4
5
6
10

49.2
98.4
147.6
196.8
246.0
295.2
492.0

0.3682
0.4267
0.4316
0.4281
0.4309
0.4561
0.4660

2.61
5.20
4.81
1.19
0.83
1.12
0.78

8.2727
33.7273
30.0909
2.4545
1.7273
1
1

0.0407
2.2620e−007
1.3206e−006
0.4836
0.6309
0.8013
0.8013

stochastic phenomena can be shown to diverge from and become independent of properties
governed by extremes arising of the same phenomena. In this paper we considered the
random nature of Stone–Wales (SW) defects in carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and, through
the technique of atomistic simulation, quantiﬁed the eﬀect of such randomness on the
asymptotic behaviour of ultimate strength and compliance as the tube length increases.
The existence of dependence in the ultimate strength random ﬁeld of the nanotube
(that should ideally decrease with increasing separation), consistent with the non-local
nature of atomic interactions, was considered; a strong mixing condition was assumed for
the ﬁeld to formalize the dependence structure. Limiting expressions for the distribution
of strength as tube length became large was developed. The extremal index, which
can be used to characterize the strength of the said dependence, was estimated. The
conservatism introduced by the commonly made i.i.d. (independent and identically
distributed) assumption was also discussed.
The distribution of ultimate strength, σu , and compliance, C, with increasing tube
length, l, of (6, 6) armchair SWNTs was investigated. The average rate of occurrence
doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2006/06/P06021
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Correlation Coefficient, ρ(C,σU )

1
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